To the World Leaders of Today,
Today our world is facing so many problems because of deforestation. Because of
deforestation there is less rainfall due to this there is less cultivation for food &
other resources. Because of this so much pollution is there so many birds &
animals are dying.
There are so many impacts on nature because of some climate changes. All these
climate changes are due to human disasters. We are polluting the entire world by
using machines like refrigerators, washing machines, air conditioners etc. Because
of this the ozone layer is depleting so that the ultraviolet rays come directly & falls
on the earth so that we can get so many skin diseases.
So much pollution is also there in the world because of excessive use of
automobiles.
So that air, water, land, etc. are polluting. So we cannot even saving our useful
resources from pollution. We only making the world polluted. We are throwing the
waste in to the water.
We are using vehicles for everything. So the consumption of fossil fuels is more.
Now a days, it becomes more & more. It will take so many years to regenerate.
The fossil fuels are decreasing day by day but we are not taking care about fossil
fuels. We are using vehicles for every small reason & also for a small distance also
we are not even go by walking to buy any items nearer also. Because of using of
vehicles it generates pollution. So we cannot use the vehicles for small distances if
any emergency is there then we can use them.
In our ancient days kings are used to go for hunting in the forests. That becomes
habit for now a days generations. They are killing the animals for money &amp;
their happiness. In ancient days they are killing the animals to protect their people .
So animals are extincting because humans are killing the animals. So many species
are extincted.
Excessive use of machines leads to more release of green house gases like
methane, CFC, carbon dioxide, etc. So that the rays coming from the sun are not
reflected back into the space. Some of the rays only reflecting back into the
space. So that the heat is trapped and in our earth the temperature increases. Due

to increase in temperature some birds are not tolerated to that temperature and they
are dying. It is also due to change in climate.
Now a days we are using natural resources more so they are exploiting. So many
animals are dying are because of plastic pollution. We are throwing the plastic in to
the soil, water etc. so the plastic throwing from us are eaten by animals and they
are dying. So that plastic pollution leads to destruction of so many nature giving
resources.
So that we reduce the using of natural resources and save them for future
generations. Due to corona pandemic pollution becomes less, using of vehicles also
become less, consumption of fossil fuels is less, no cutting of trees. So our earth is
somewhat pollution free because of corona.
All people take responsibility and use all the resources limitedly. So that the earth
become safe.

“Be a part of the solution not the part of the pollution”
& “Jai Hind Jai Bharat”
-Sai Greeshma

